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Abstract: We consider the gauge interactions between non-Abelian magnetic
monopoles at strong electric coupling. By drawing an analogy between the gauge
freedom of an electric particle at weak electric coupling and that of a monopole at
strong electric coupling we motivate that these monopoles interact under a magnetic
copy of the residual symmetry group. This diers from the interactions of monopoles
at weak electric coupling where their magnetic dynamics is expected to be governed by
the dual of this group.
Keywords: monopoles, duality.
It has long been thought that non-Abelian gauge theories have in addition to their
electric gauge group a hidden set of magnetic gauge symmetries. Whereas the electric
gauge group is appropriate for describing the interactions between electric charges,
this magnetic gauge symmetry is seen as being more relevant to magnetic interactions.
In that case one expects that the interactions between magnetic charges can also be
described as a gauge theory, with the relevant group the magnetic gauge symmetry.
This electric-magnetic duality also appears to be central to the properties of gauge
theories at weak and strong coupling, for if the electric charges are strongly coupled
then necessarily the magnetic charges are weakly coupled. Therefore strong electric
coupling eects are expected to have a perturbative magnetic description; thus relating
to the picture of electric flux connement through a dual Meissner eect.
Many of these concepts are illustrated in the following gure, which we have taken









Figure 1: Dependence of monopole and elementary particle masses upon electric coupling.
The rst important relation on this gure is between the bottom and top left. Here
the gauge group H and its dual H_ are associated with electric and magnetic inter-
actions at weak electric coupling. This duality was proposed by Goddard, Nuyts and
Olive [2], who motivated its existence from an examination of the magnetic monopole
spectrum within a symmetry breaking G! H ,





Here M 2 H is the magnetic generator and in this unitary gauge there is an implicit
Dirac string along the negative z^-axis. To render this Dirac string unobservable the
magnetic charge is topologically quantised [3]
exp(i2piM) = 1. (2)
Then Goddard, Nuyts and Olive’s point is that if M is expressed in a suitable basis
M =   T the vectors  are the weights of a dual group H_. For this reason they
conjecture that these vectors  are actually the magnetic charges of the dual symmetry
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group. This implies that the monopoles form representations, and hence interact, under
a dual symmetry of the original gauge group.
Another important relation on g. 1 is between the bottom left and top right,
which relates to the connement phenomenon. Particularly relevant is the dual super-
conductor picture of connement [4], where SU(n) connement can be understood as




Then electric flux is conned into flux tubes, which connect the electric charges resulting
in permanent and total connement.
In this letter we are concerned with the relation between the bottom left and bottom
right of g. 1: that is between the elementary particles at weak electric coupling and
the monopoles at weak magnetic coupling. Our aim is to motivate that the monopoles
then interact under a magnetic gauge symmetry H ; in other words these monopoles
interact under a magnetic gauge group that is identical to the residual gauge symmetry.
A central concept within this letter will be that of a particle’s gauge orbit: by this
we mean a collection of rigidly gauge equivalent particle states, the full orbit of which
is generated by the action of the gauge group. We will take this gauge orbit as being
implicitly part of the weak coupling description, where it describes the representation
and gauge group that an elementary particle transforms under. At strong coupling
we no longer expect that this orbit is a relevant object to consider because then the
dynamical degrees of freedom are not the elementary particles but are instead the
hadrons.
To illustrate the concept of a gauge orbit we consider the simple example of a
quark colour triplet. Then the colour-hypercharge and colour-isospin charge values are




diag(1,−1, 0), λ8 = p16 diag(1, 1,−2), (4)














). Denoting the eld components















), Qg = diag(−13 ,+23 ,−13), Qb = diag(−13 ,−13 ,+23), (6)
corresponding red, green and blue quanta.
The gauge transformations upon these expressions have a subset of rigid transfor-
mations that take
ψ ! hψ, E ! hE h−1 = Ad(h)E. (7)
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Such rigid transformations generate degenerate manifolds of equivalent congurations.
The action of H upon the electric generators takes Q 7! Ad(h)Q, which generates the
charge orbit
O(Q) = Ad[SU(3)]Q = SU(3)
SU(2) U(1)Q/Z2 . (8)
Another orbit is formed by the action of H upon a eld component ψ: this results in
the gauge orbit
O(ψ) = SU(3)  ψ = SU(3)
SU(2)
. (9)
Note the similarity in the above two expression, which dier only by a U(1) group.
This Abelian group is associated with a U(1)Q = e
iθQ phase rotation of the quark that
acts trivially upon the charge generator Q (essentially because it forms an Abelian
subtheory of SU(3).)
The above expressions (8) and (9) encapsulate the concept of a charge and gauge
orbit. Their importance is that these manifolds are characteristic of the gauge transfor-
mation properties of the quarks; specifying both the gauge group and the representation
that the quarks transform under.
In this paper we wish to apply the above concepts of a charge and gauge orbit to
the properties of non-Abelian monopoles. Providing these orbits are characteristic of
the monopole interactions at weak magnetic (strong electric) coupling we may then
infer the form of the magnetic gauge theory in that regime.
Before starting we make a comment about the nature of the monopoles at strong
electric coupling. Generally the typical core size Rc of a monopole relates to its Comp-
ton wavelength λ = m−1 by λ/Rc  e2/4pi. At weak electric coupling the Comp-
ton wavelength is much smaller than the core of the monopoles, justifying the usual
semi-classical approximation. However for strong electric coupling the monopoles are
smaller than their Compton wavelength and thus fully quantum mechanical; as such
they should be expected to manifest as particle-like excitations. In that regime it is
entirely reasonable for the dynamics of interacting monopoles to be described by some
gauge eld theory.
To start we explicitly make our assumptions:
(i) We are considering monopoles which have the following asymptotic scalar and mag-
netic elds in the unitary gauge





As mentioned below (2) the monopole’s magnetic charge is topologically quantised to
exp(i 2piM) = 1.
(ii) To simplify matters we restrict ourselves to symmetry breakings G ! H that
are induced by scalar elds in the adjoint representation of a simple group G. Such
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symmetry breakings are fairly generic and their resulting monopoles have been studied
well [2, 5].
(iii) Another important restriction is to consider monopoles with boundary conditions
specied by an su(2) algebra embedded within G [6]. For such asymptotically su(2)
monopoles, (10) can be expressed in a non-singular way [7]




(r^  ~T ), (11)
with a polar and azimuthal angular structure Ω(ϑ, ϕ) described by e−iϕT3eiϑT2eiϕT1 ,
where ~T are the generators of su(2) that satisfy [Ti, Tj ] = ijkTk. Consistency with the
unitary gauge is obtained upon identifying T3 = M .
(iv) Throughout this work we will in fact be considering a more restricted set of
monopoles than (iii): considering only asymptotic su(2) algebras that correspond to
root spaces of G. To avoid complicating the main discussion of this paper we explain
the details of this in the appendix, whilst simply mentioning here that this condition is
required for technical reasons and is not central to the main thread of our discussion.
The importance of considering such asymptotically su(2) monopoles given by (iii)
is that their gauge transformations can be considered fairly easily. This is because the




so that su(2) is contained in G with its residual u(1) contained in H. Then a rigid
transformation by the residual symmetry H takes
 ! Ad(h), B ! Ad(h)B, (13)
from which a rigid transformation upon (11) is completely equivalent to taking the
su(2) generators to ~T ! Ad(h)~T . This can then be considered as continuously moving
the monopole embedding
su(2)M ! Ad(h)su(2)M , u(1)M ! Ad(h)u(1)M , (14)
whilst preserving the geometry of (12). To interpret this transformation it is helpful to
think of (14) as rigidly rotating the monopole in gauge and eld space whilst keeping
one point of the asymptotic scalar eld xed (0 in this case.) In this sense we are
imagining some observer at innity inquiring about the possible gauge freedom of the
monopole. This gauge freedom must be relative to the observers vacuum, which is
xed.
Now that we understand some details about monopoles under rigid gauge transfor-
mation we are in a position to determine their charge and gauge orbits. Both of these
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are constructed analogously to the quark discussed at the beginning of this paper. We
discuss the charge orbit rst, before moving onto the gauge orbit.
The magnetic charge orbit of the monopole (10) is generated by the rigid actions
M 7! Ad(h)M , implied by acting (13) on (10). By analogy with the quark’s charge
orbit (8) the monopole’s charge orbit is generated by the action of H upon its magnetic
generator; yielding a manifold of rigidly gauge equivalent generators
O(M) = Ad(H)M = H
C(M)
. (15)
In this expression C(M) is the centraliser of M in H , which consists of those elements
of H that commute with M . Equation (15) is the rst main result of this paper.
It is interesting that C(M) corresponds precisely to those gauge symmetries that are
globally dened around the monopole [8]. Therefore we interpret (15) as describing a
partition between available electric and magnetic degrees of freedom. By this we mean
that the globally dened symmetries C(M) are available to electric charges in the
presence of a monopole, but are not available as magnetic degrees of freedom because
they are removed from H in (15). Likewise those symmetries outside C(M) and in H
are not available to electrically charged objects but are available to interact with other
magnetic monopoles.
We now determine the magnetic gauge orbit. This is determined by acting the
rigid gauge transformations upon the above monopole (11). Considering it’s monopole
embedding (12), this simply takes
su(2)M ! Ad(h) su(2)M . (16)
Then the gauge orbit is understood to be the manifold of rigidly gauge equivalent
monopoles, with structure
O(su(2)M) = Ad(H) su(2) = H
C(su(2)M)
. (17)
Here C(su(2)M) is the centraliser of the whole of su(2)M and consists of those ele-
ments in H that act trivially upon the three su(2) monopole generators ~T . Equation
(17) is another main result of this paper. By analogy with the quark we take it as
characterising the monopole’s gauge symmetry and representation.
To appreciate the geometric content of the above charge and gauge orbits (15, 17)
it will be helpful to express them in a couple of dierent forms. This is achieved by the
following relations, which are proved in the appendix:
C(M) = C(su(2)M) U(1)M/Z, (18)
C(su(2)M) = C(X), X 2 su(2)M , tr(XM) = 0. (19)
Within these Z is an unimportant discrete intersection, whilst X is any element or-
thogonal to M , for instance T1 or T2.
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We rstly apply the relation (18) to the monopole’s charge (15) and gauge (17)
orbits. This gives the following expressions
O(M) = H




The point is that these are completely analogous to the quark expressions (8) and
(9). This self-consistency gives us condence that the gauge orbit description appears
relevant to the magnetic properties of monopoles.
What does this imply about the interpretation of U(1)M? For the quark U(1)Q
was interpreted as a phase factor associated with an Abelian subtheory of SU(3). For
the monopole U(1)M can be interpreted in likewise manner: generating a phase factor
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The physical implication of this can be illustrated by considering two monopoles with
xed equal magnetic generators M . Then there is an Abelian U(1)M interaction be-
tween them, in exactly the same way that two quarks restricted to the same Q will
have an Abelian U(1)Q Maxwell interaction.
We now apply the second relation (19). Then the charge and gauge orbits can be
written
O(M) = H




for any X 2 su(2)M with tr(XM) = 0. The purpose of writing these orbits in this way
is that they are still analogous to the quark’s charge (8) and gauge (9) orbits, but are
now more amenable to direct calculation.
With these expressions (23) and (24) we are in a position to establish the main
result of this paper. The point is that earlier we motivated that for strong electric
coupling the monopoles should behave as particles, and be described by a gauge eld
theory. Now we see that the monopole’s gauge freedom can be described by charge and
gauge orbits, for which we have specic expressions. Therefore, using this description
we should be able to infer the magnetic gauge symmetry and representation of the
monopoles at strong electric coupling and thus obtain the details of their associated
gauge eld theory.
The question is thus: does there exist a representation of H that always leads to
charge and gauge orbits like (23,24)? By this we mean can we nd particles in some
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representation ofH that have the same charge and gauge orbits as the monopoles. Were
these to be found then a natural description of the monopole’s magnetic interactions
would be in terms of quanta of such particles.
In answer to the above question we now show that the massive gauge bosons of
G ! H have the same charge and gauge orbit structure as the monopoles in (23,24).
We therefore claim that at strong electric coupling the monopoles interact via a per-
turbative magnetic gauge theory in a representation the same as the massive gauge
bosons. One should note however that we are making no statement here about the
spin of the monopoles, which also determines the specics of the eld theory.
Before we can show that monopoles and massive gauge bosons have similar gauge
properties we rstly need to discuss some of their basic geometrical features. In general
the generators of G naturally split into two classes corresponding to the massless and
massive gauge bosons, respectively
G = HM, (25)
with an orthogonality tr(HM) = 0. Importantly both the massless and massive gauge
bosons interact under a gauge symmetry H . Massless gauge bosons have eld values
in H and trivially form a representation of H ; whilst massive gauge bosons have eld
values inM and transform under the adjoint action ofH uponM. Explicitly, a massive
gauge boson quantum Aµ 2 M with electric generator Q transforms rigidly under H
as
Aµ 7! Ad(h)Aµ, Q 7! Ad(h)Q. (26)
Now if we consider a massive gauge boson generated by some X 2M that is associated
with the monopole embedding X 2 su(2)M (so that Q is associated with M) then by
(18) and (19) the resulting charge and gauge orbits are
O(Q) = H




Therefore, as claimed, such gauge massive gauge bosons have precisely the same charge
and gauge orbits as the above monopole (23,24).
From this we can draw the main conclusion of this paper. Earlier we had motivated
that at strong electric coupling the magnetic monopoles should be interpreted as fully
quantum excitations, with perturbative magnetic interactions. Now we see that their
magnetic gauge freedom is the same as the massive electric gauge boson’s. Consistent
with this is the statement: At strong electric coupling the asymptotically SU(2) magnetic
monopoles compose the matter of a gauge field theory with a magnetic symmetry group
the same as the residual electric group H. The monopole’s representation coincides
with that taken by the massive gauge bosons in G! H .
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To nish this paper we discuss some of the details and ramications of the above
result.
(i) Evidently not every massive gauge boson with generator in M has an associated
magnetic monopole; only those generators in monopole embeddings su(2)M having a
corresponding monopole counterpart. In the appendix we show that collectively the set
of monopole embeddings does span all of M. This raises the possibility that quantum
mechanics will allow linear superpositions of monopoles, so that every massive gauge
boson has some associated linear superposition of monopole states.
(ii) In the text we have thus far mentioned nothing about the spin of the monopoles.
In fact all of the asymptotically su(2) monopoles discussed here (11) are spherically
symmetric [9]; that is any spatial rotation of the monopole is simply equivalent to a
gauge transformation. Because of this all such monopoles have no intrinsic angular
momentum.
(iii) We comment that spin half congurations can be obtained by adding extra scalar
elds to the model. Then monopole-scalar dyonic composites may be spin-half by the
spin from isospin mechanism [10]. However in that case the details of the dynamics
will be more complicated because then both the electric and magnetic gauge freedom
are important.
(iv) In many ways our result is related to the Montenon-Olive conjecture [11]. They
motivated that the eld theory of BPS monopoles is similar to that of gauge bosons.
Because monopoles are generally spinless and gauge bosons are spin one, N = 4 su-
persymmetry is generally included so that the duality can be phrased in terms of the
super-multiplets [12]. In this paper we are discussing only the non-supersymmetric,
non-BPS case and are proposing that only the representations of monopoles and gauge
bosons are identied.
(v) A specic application of the methods in this paper is to the dual standard model [13,
14, 17]. This model is based upon Vachaspati’s observation that the ve stable monopole
of Georgi-Glashow SU(5) unication have identical magnetic charges to the ve fermion
multiplets in one standard model generation. To elucidate this duality we have exam-
ined the gauge transformation properties of such monopoles [14]. The methods within
this paper represent a detailed study and generalisation of those results.
(vi) It is interesting to enquire when the dual group H_ leads to the same charge and
gauge orbits as the residual symmetry? For instance simply laced groups coincide with








then orbits formed from both the residual symmetry and its dual can be the same.






the gauge orbits are not generally the same, since they are generated by dierent Lie
groups. One may refer to a classication of symmetric spaces [15] to examine some of
their details.
(vii) An important point is that if one applies Goddard, Nuyts and Olives arguments
to the right hand side of g. 1 at the start of this paper, whilst also using our results
about the properties of monopoles at weak magnetic coupling then the dual group
H_ is obtained as being relevant to electric particles at strong electric coupling. The
signicance of this is a topic for further investigation. However we note here a couple of
results that indicate it’s possible relevance. Firstly, the above arguments suggest that





This is reminiscent of some of ’t Hooft’s arguments, where he motivates that conne-
ment is associated with a breaking of the discrete center of the gauge group [16]. Our
second comment is that Goldhaber has described a thought experiment [17] to motivate
that connement of magnetic monopoles takes place at weak electric coupling.
Hence to conclude we comment that the dynamics of monopoles and particles ap-
pear to not really be so dierent from each another. In the electric sector the residual
symmetry is associated with the dynamics at weak electric coupling; whilst the dual
symmetry is relevant at strong coupling. In the magnetic sector the situation appears
to be very similar: with the residual symmetry associated with the dynamics at weak
magnetic coupling; whilst the dual symmetry seems to be appropriate at strong mag-
netic coupling. All of this is suitably summarised within the phase diagram given at
the beginning of this paper
Endnote: Some of the material in this paper is based on some of the related results in
the unpublished work ref. [18].
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Appendix
In this appendix we discuss some of the more technical aspects of this work.
(i) Definition of the relevant su(2)M : Assumption (iii) of the main body of this paper
stated that we are considering asymptotically su(2) monopoles that are associated with
root spaces of G. To understand this statement recall that a root space Eα is dened
relative to a suitably orthonormal Cartan subalgebra fT1,    , Tng of G by
i ad(T )Eα = Eα, (32)
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where  is the root. In this denition Eα has an arbitrary phase and norm, which may




, trE2α = trE
2
−α. (33)












which may be simply veried to satisfy the usual su(2) commutation relations. There-
fore the monopole embeddings that are associated with root spaces are those whose
su(2)M is generated by some M,Xα, Yα associated with a particular root and Cartan
subalgebra.
(ii) Uniqueness of su(2)M : Technically the reason for considering such monopoles is
that each magnetic generator M is uniquely associated with an su(2)M algebra. This
condition transpires to be crucial for establishing some central results of this paper.











which holds for suitable X 2 su(2)M . Writing X =
∑
i cαiXαi and substituting in (35)
leads to the relation   i/α2 = 1; the only solution of which that is consistent with
(35) is  = i. Therefore the only su(2) algebra that contains M is the one found in
(i).
(iii) Associated algebraic structure: It transpires that associated with the SU(2) algebras
discussed in (i) and (ii) is an interesting algebraic structure. In analogy to (25) one
may decompose
su(2)M = u(1)M MM , M =   T
α2
. (36)
This is of course included in G = HM according to the monopole embedding (12).




MM , M =   T
α2
, (37)
where the direct sum is over the roots of G that are not roots of H . An interpretation
of (37) is that the distinct monopole embeddings dene a direct sum span of M, as is
important to comment (i) in the conclusions of this paper.
(iv) Proof of C(su(2)M) = C(X) for any X 2 su(2)M with tr(XM) = 0: To prove this
we make two statements. The rst of which is
C(su(2)M) = C(MM), (38)
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where C(MM) is the centraliser of MM . This follows immediately from the commu-
tation relations of su(2)M : since [X, Y ] = M then C(MM)  C(U(1)M) and (38) is
implied.
The next statement is that
C(MM) = C(X), (39)
for any non-trivial X 2 MM . This follows from again using C(MM)  C(U(1)M),
which implies that U(1)M commutes with C(MM). Then since any non-trivial X 0 2
MM is proportional to Ad(h)X for some h 2 U(1)M we infer that C(X 0) = C(X),
obtaining Eq. (39).
(v) Proof of C(M) = C(su(2)M)  U(1)M/Z: To prove this we rstly observe that
the centraliser of M splits into two parts: one that centralises both M and MM ; and
another that centralises M and moves MM . Because of (ii) the only possible action
upon MM is to rotate a generator internally through it.
Relating to this we make the following two observations
C(su(2)M) = C(MM)  C(M), U(1)M  C(M). (40)
The rst of which is proved in (iv) and the second of which is obvious. The result is
established if there is no other part of G that centralises M but rotates MM internally.
Now if X 2 C(M) projects onto any Mα′ with 0 a root of G then there are
only two possibilities depending upon the root structure: either [Eα, Eα′ ] = 0 in
which case that component of X lies in C(M) and is included in (40); or a non-
trivial [Eα, Eα′ ] 
∑
β2αα′ Eβ , which is not allowed because it moves su(2)M whilst
keeping M xed. Therefore the only other possibility is if X = γ  T with γ   = 0;
however then ad(X)MM necessarily vanishes by (32), so that X 2 C(MM).
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